
The National Maritime Museum of China, located in Tianjin's Binhai New Area, is a

stunning new museum designed by Australian architecture firm Cox Architecture. Opened in

2019, the 80,000 square meter museum sits on a 150,000 square meter site and was designed

in collaboration with China's Tianjin Architecture and Design Institute (TADI).

The striking exterior of the museum features a wave-like form clad in reflective

aluminum panels, representing the constantly shifting and shimmering nature of the sea. This

flowing façade contrasts beautifully with the sharp geometrical forms of the surrounding

skyscrapers in Tianjin's modern cityscape. Inside, the museum contains three levels dedicated to

exhibiting China's maritime history and heritage.

The expansive main lobby area provides views straight through the central atrium to the

harbor on the other side, emphasizing the connection to the water. This vista is framed by a

huge Chinese sailing ship suspended from the ceiling, setting the tone for the nautical themes

ahead. Exhibitions trace China's maritime history back 5,000 years, from early fishing villages to

the 'Maritime Silk Road' trading routes to naval battles and shipbuilding traditions

State-of-the-art interactive displays allow visitors to explore shipwrecks, learn sailing

techniques, and watch production in a virtual shipyard. The museum also includes research

facilities, education centers, restaurants, and a 400-seat theater.

Sustainability was a focus in the design, with passive climate control strategies

maximizing natural ventilation and lighting. The roof features a partial green roof and solar

panels. Recycled materials were used extensively throughout. Arup Engineering provided

innovative structural and sustainable design solutions, including a complex steel frame system

supporting the curved aluminum cladding. The nautical theme is carried through the external

landscaping, with pools, fountains, and waves of plantings evoking the ocean. A promenade

leads to the harbor, where historic vessels are docked. This seamless integration of building and

landscape creates an immersive maritime environment.

The museum's location in Tianjin carries great significance, as it was one of China's major

international trading posts. As a national-level museum celebrating China's naval history and

heritage, it is a source of pride and an important cultural destination. The grand architectural

statement makes a striking addition to Tianjin's cityscape.

The National Maritime Museum of China is an outstanding example of modern museum design.

Cox Architecture's beautiful nautical-inspired building provides the perfect backdrop for

showcasing China's rich maritime history. The soaring spaces, wealth of exhibits and interactive

experiences, and seamless integration with the harbor create a memorable and fitting tribute to

this important aspect of China's heritage.
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